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landscap~, metaphor, memory and machinery
--1, Dick Goody
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Stone steps, India, 1993. Photograph by Sharon Que

There is a specific material aspect to the complex

amalgam that constitutes Sharon Que's art. At 0n.ce
there is rock, metal, wood - one is compelled to

make lists - there are invariably inscribed lines,

the seduction of varnish, highly polished cast

metal globes, cones, weights and plumb lines.
This is Que's literal realm of volume, mass and

measurement. But there is something deeper and

more intriguing. Beneath the material sphere of the

worked surface there is exploration - exploration

rather than investigation because her process is

more a journey of revelation than of pure discovery.

The nature of this exploration is a covert. Of course

there is the lure of her titles: Navigate, Circumvent,

Headwaters - metaphors for travel perhaps, and

Pollination, Redistribution, Engage - possibly

eliciting the suggestion of action? But what does
this mean when confronted with the work. Do the

hybrid objects conjure images of: (another list)

reproduction, death, plumbing, cookery, ordnance,

instrumentation or carburetion? Perhaps, but to

regard Que's work like this is futile. While the

work employs certain items it does not allude to

specific activities; its subject matter remains

ambiguous. It exists in its own ethos, possessing

its own language, which is in itself an idiom of

searching. Searching for what though?

Looking at Que's work for an extended period one

is reminded of learning to read music. At first there

are just the notes (items), but then something
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emerges, a conviction that perhaps two areas of

exploration take precedence. First, there is domain

of landscape, or rather the memory of landscape.

Second, the work is immersed in the exploration

of (for want of a better term) the "domain of

apparatus." The open air of landscape (architecture

included) is the more passive aspect, the darker

interior world of the workshop, the more active.

The world at large, the exterior / interior worlds of

Italy, India, Thailand or Que's backyard in rural Ann

Arbor are places not of work but of reflection. They

inform her labors in the studio, or rather workshop

because it is the milieu of the workshop that exerts

the most powerful influence on her art.

The motifs of landscape and apparatus are useful

metaphors. A helpful observation: her landscape

pieces, tethered, furrowed and manicured are

perhaps informed by her travels, but the apparatus

aspect of her work more by the workshop.

The former tend to stand on the ground, the latter

are mounted to the wall. Perhaps the freestanding

pieces invite intimate reflection, the wall pieces

a more rigorous interaction. This runs parallel

with the way sculpture is often regarded as a

metaphorical art form and painting a narrative one.

The floor work is tempered by Que's perception

and appreciation of human touch and attrition.

These works may appear natural, as if formed by

erosion, but their presence is governed purely by

human intervention -like the worn steps of the



Chapter House of Wells Cathedral (as in the

celebrated A Sea of Steps, 1903, photograph by
Frederick H. Evans) or like the aesthetic of the

English countryside, which is actually a completely

man-made confection. Conversely the wall

mounted works appear more specifically enamored

of engineering, manufacture and calibration. The

words: equipment, machinery, tools, gears, tackle,

device and gadget spring to mind, encouraging

participatory involvement (as well as thoughts of

Picabia and Duchamp). These two modes of

communication: meditation (landscape) and

participation (apparatus) are not exclusive domains.

Often a wall-mounted work will incite thoughts of

landscape and a floor work, perhaps tethered with

a paradigmatic "Queian" plumb line device (like

her piece in the Detroit Institute of Arts) will elicit

thoughts of mining, agricultural or nautical

apparatus. Such associations, in conjunction with
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to mind the Buddhist model of nirvana, that is to

say, wisdom plus compassion equals enlightenment.

Clearly Que's art is neither landscape nor machin

ery, however, comparing her modes of expression

with objects from the finite material realm elucidate
the substance of her work, and at the same time

evoke reflection, action and illumination.

Que's libertine eighties fine art training left an

opportune vacuum to be filled by her apprenticeship

at General Motors - essentially concrete training in

the areas of calibration, process and craftsmanship.

However, working in the strict techno suites and

factory floors of industry obscured and hindered her

desire to make art. Only after the emancipation of
travel was Que's vision freed. The realm of material

exploration, in this case, a trip to Italy, helped her to

evolve her early mature style.

Engineering implies specialization; engineers

specialize early to become experts in a single field.

Entering Sharon Que's workshop, the last thing on

one's mind is blinkered specialization. Instead, it is

akin to entering a mediaeval workshop of casting,
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carving, molding, calibrating, mixing, painting and

varnishing. She maintains a deep, visceral connec

tion with each process. Materials pass through her

hands with the utmost delicacy. Her connection
with them is central to her art, and this vital bond is

governed by the powerful production ethic of the

workshop - a particularly Michigan work ethic.

Que is a product of her environment. It is difficult

to imagine her contented, transplanted elsewhere.

Her work does not strain to imitate the crude vigor

of current contemporary art. Neither can her work

be absorbed quickly like a fifteen second sound bite

or a prepackaged piece of nineties' ironic chic.

Irony and cynicism are curiously absent, in its place

her work unreservedly invites contemplation rather
than innuendo or coarse rhetoric.

Another metaphor is worth consideration, that of
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in earnest exploration - a difficult conception in the

prevailing post-industrial TV-land torpor of the mall

and multiplex. The industrial revolution was a time

of ingenuity, innovation and sober hard work - as

well as the blossoming of urban social conscious

ness. Que's work ethic and intimate knowledge of

the materials at her disposal are staggering. There

is more than a hint of social activism in her output

stemming from her disquiet about the excesses of

western consumerism. The nineteenth century

association reverberates powerfully in her work,

but not just because of her extraordinary work ethic,
technical acumen and fastidious attention to craft.

The most significant and informing aspect of her

character is her (quasi-Victorian) empiricism;

to Que, experience is more important than anything.

She may read for pleasure, but her knowledge and

skill are gleaned chiefly from direct interaction

with materials, people and the places they work

and inhabit. Specifically this implies the workshop,

but it could equally apply to a Hindhu temple or
in observing a stoneworker in India. This visceral

empiricism informs everything in her work.

Its reverberation is genuine and powerful.
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Dick Goody: When you were a student was there

some seminal remark from a mentor that's stayed

with you?

Sharon Que: John Piet was my first college art

instructor. He used to say to me: "You know, it just

needs a big bold slash across it." I think he wanted

me to be less precise. People often mention the

craftsmanship in my work and it's not necessarily

the first thing I want them to see.

He wanted you to be more spontaneous?

Well, I tend to think through a lot of things before

I begin and I think John works very differently.

I have a great respect for him. I often long to be

a bit more spontaneous - I'm always trying to figure
out how to sketch because I don't draw to work out

an idea.

Then how do you start?

Well, you start with something that has potential.

Like a pile of wood you pick up off the curb.

Why did I pick it up? Because it looked like it

had potential.

So you're always on the lookout?

I gather materials and ideas and think about

how to link them back together and have them

communicate another thought. You may have to

completely restructure what you find, buy or

experience to make it work, but that's how it starts.

In college what were your critiques like - by which

Imean was there a lot of talking or were you left

more to yourself?

I was left to myself. In the early eighties there
wasn't much structure in art schools.

What was your show like at the Ann Arbor Art
Association back in 1987?

I was five years out of school- I think of my art

career starting in 1985 - it was the largest body

of work I'd shown up until then. It was a good

experience, but Ann Arbor is very different from

Detroit - it was important for me to receive the
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attention of that show. During the mid-eighties,

the Michigan gallery in Detroit was where I really

began to develop the idea that I was an artist.

When you're working, and you choose a certain

color, how do you know it's the right color?

You have an instinctive belief in what colors you

use. You see them in your work - you see them

in how you dress and in other aesthetic decisions

unrelated to making art. You use the same

proportions of color repeatedly.

I've seen you use yellow and red a lot - danger

colors - signpost colors. What's interesting is that

your work has a kind of repose, but then you use

these paradoxical colors.

I think the bright colors are very positive. Red is

a positive color, but true it also denotes danger or

stop. In some recent pieces when these colors

show through this dark oil-like varnish I'm using,

it emerges as a positive.

Very often your work takes two or more entities and

combines them: a solid mass, a vessel, a tube, etc.

Is there a hierarchic order to these separate parts?
No.

The legs on your freestanding pieces - can I call

them legs - are there to hold the piece at the

right height. Let's not dismiss the legs, but in a

hierarchic sense they're not as important as the

tabletop of stone.

I see the whole thing; the legs are part of it. It's like

machines in a tool room. I'm deeply rooted in this

S.E. Michigan manufacturing ethic. It borrows from

the industrial aesthetic. I like the idea of making

each part and combining things. At the foundry

people will come up to me and ask what I'm doing.

I say, I'm just making parts and that's really what

they are until I give them a context.

In a way you could imagine a room of thirty bases 

legs and stone that you've made to work on.

Yes, in that sense the base is a format.



It's your canvas. So you have your base; at what

point do you know that you're on to something?

Well, I see making art as this discipline. You

repeatedly put in long days of work. Maybe

only once in three weeks do you get that rush

that you're really on to something.

Do think the rush is beyond words - that you'd

rather not try to describe what's happening?

My whole body feels stimulated physically and

intellectually. All the parts make sense, the reason

is clear. Every piece you do is daunting, but once

in a while it goes along nicely and you can't believe

it when it happens (laughs). You want to add

something about the world, not just about your

life - you want to give just the right amount of
information.

So there are rules?

You also take great pleasure in breaking your own
rules once in a while.

But they're there. There is a structure.

I suppose. You worry because you put an image

out there and does it mean you're responsible for
associations of how it's been used or will be used?

So you do see them as images?
I see them as mechanisms - often machines

that take something through a process.

A machine is made of individual parts -

not necessarily hierarchic parts - you take

one seemingly insignificant piece out and the

whole thing breaks down.

Right.

One of the reasons given for Detroit art having
a certain look is that artists here are the sons

and daughters of engineers and this has instilled

a workshop-driven work ethic in their work.

What do you think?

I completely agree. My father, brother, sister -
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all engineers in the automotive tradition and my

mother was an engineer of necessity.

So how did you stop yourself becoming an engineer?

Going to art school, but strangely enough, so

much of my education wasn't at college, it was

doing an apprenticeship at General Motors - clearly
a contradiction.

You did that because you were worried about

making a living?

As often happens, you have your mom and dad

saying: "What are you going to do?" My dad kept

saying: "How about this job at GM?" and I'd say

"Dad!?!" Then I found myself applying for a job

as a wood (car) model maker.

How significant was that?

Extremely, in many ways. To be an artist is really

difficult. By having a skilled trade you can acquire

a lot of the resources you need to be an artist. I've

enjoyed developing as an artist with the automotive

resources from Detroit. It allowed me to set up my

shop and refine my thinking. It's also really

important because when you tell people you're an

artist, I mean, the general public, they look at you

like you're completely dysfunctional. Sometimes

people apologize for not being creative.

What were you like as a high school student?

Well, I grew up with some great friends, pretty
well immersed in rock and roll culture. I lived in

the same house in Utica, from age four until I was

twenty. America was a whole lot less regulated

when I was growing up.

What were you making back then?

I took art classes ... nothing spectacular, but

I received personal encouragement from my
teacher Ron Teachworth.

Did you have any inkling of what might happen?

No. I knew people that were good [laughs] and
I wasn't one of them.



Was there a turning point in your life when you felt

you went from making objects that were not fully

fledged Sharon Que works to ones that were?

Clearly, in 1985.

What were you doing before that? How was it
different?

Before that I was working too hard to create a

meaning. What happened in '85 was I went to Italy,

Greece, Egypt and Israel and I saw a lot of incredible

architecture and culture in its context. Coming back,

I felt I no longer needed to invent something for the

first time. Suddenly I felt deeply connected to what

I was doing because history had a context for me.

Paradoxically, a big part of American culture is the

idea of inventing something new from scratch.

I realized that my work didn't have to originate

completely from my own personal experience,

but could be based on something from history,

something I'd seen, something that meant

something to me.

When people write about your work they often

mention the spiritual aspect, how do you respond
to this?

Well, I usually don't have to [laughs]. I suppose

some artists approach making art as an expression

of their religion. To me it's a discipline.

I suppose, from an existential point of view,

making art could provide an atheist with solace.

Yes, but there's something I like about the notion

of a spiritual aspect in art, but I don't want to define

it. I wouldn't be offended if someone said my work

was spiritual.

Does your work ever deal with concrete themes

like death or global warming?

Yes, lately oil consumption works its way in as a

consideration, I can't see producing a whole body
of work on one theme.

You've already alluded to the significance of the

workshop and its paraphernalia in your work;
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are there other associations?

Well, I can see the image of a laboratory or a

factory ...

I was looking at a piece of yours that reminded

me of a jelly mold - what about the kitchen?
Yes, I like those references -like the funnel that

I've used for many years - it's something that can

be used in a garage or a kitchen; it can be feminine
or masculine in form and use.

The kitchen, the workshop, the laboratory 

alchemy?

Well, it's transforming, on a good day.

You're married to artist [Tom Phardel]. Two artists

under one roof- what's it like?

It's wonderful. You can spend endless amounts of

time in your studio and you never have to explain.

There is no need to justify why you want to go to a

stone quarry for vacation.

What are you reading at the moment?

I just read an interesting book: The God of Small

Things by Arundati Roy.

Very visceral; she talks a lot about the texture

of things and how they smell, etcetera.

Yes, and further into the book her use of language
becomes more abstract. I've been in Southern India

where it takes place.

In the fifties, sixties and seventies, critical theory

was much more stressed than now. What kind of

critical being do you consider yourself: Feminist,

Marxist, Freudian, Existentialist?

I don't think in those terms. Critical theory rarely

captures my interest.

Invariably your work includes found objects.

Do you regard an object manufactured by someone

else, employed in your work, differently than a

found piece of stone?

That is often mistaken about my work, that



Belief Systems, 2002
nylon, wood, egg tempera, gold leaf; 7.25" x 6" x 3"

Collection of Tim and Marilyn Mast
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Everlasting, 2003
oak, boxwood, egg tempera, steel; 63" x 22" x 13"
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Everlasting

detail, alternate position
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Invention, 2001
cast bronze, wood, silver leaf; 11.25" x 11.25" x 3.5"

Col1ection of Shirley and Frank Piku
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Impulse, 2003
cast bronze, steel, plexiglass, aluminum; 19" x 24" x 4.5"
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Immersed, 2003
bronze, oil paint, wood, varnish; 33" x 17" x 3.5"
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